
Maarten de Wit
Your students, Your jewels





A man came to South Africa chasing rocks. Fascinated by the 
beauty of the earth and where she kept some of her precious 
mysteries, he arrived.
But in every story there is a miracle. As he climbed mountains and 
walked through valleys, he found a new home. This home was 
filled with scattered gems, some more rough than others. He saw 
them, he like them, he polished them. Jewelers cut and shape to 
their desire, but he allowed everyone to shine in its glory. Today 
your gems are all over the world and with every sparkle, they 
remember you.

We will forever be grateful to the rocks that led you here.

With Love, your students, your jewels.

Foreword by Thakane Ntholi 



Debbie Claassen
NMU (MSc)

2013 (year of first meeting)

"Science is a cooperative enterprise, spanning the generations. It's the passing 
of a torch from teacher, to student, to teacher. A community of minds reaching 

back to antiquity and forward to the stars." Neil DeGrasse Tyson

Council for Geoscience Award 
handover to Maarten

AEON 2019

No substitute for fieldwork 





Jude Cobbing
NMU 
PhD 

2015 (year of first meeting)





John’s graduation, December 2010





Taufeeq Dhansay
UCT (Hons, MSc); NMU 

PhD 
2007 (year of first meeting)

Scott and Taufeeq walking into the middle 
of the Kgalagadi salt pans, Botswana.

On the edge of the Erta Ale crater rim, in 
the Dallol Depression, Ethiopia.

Exploring for base metal sulphides in 
Gitarama, Rwanda.

Geothermal research in the 
Soutpansberg, South Africa.





November 2017 Citizen Science Cohort visit to PE

End of Citizen Science programme (PE, November 2017)

Launch of Citizen Science programme (Cradock, 2017)

1st Community Roundtable meeting in Cradock (October 2015)

Nyaradzo Dhliwayo
PhD (2015 - 2019)

2014 (Year of first meeting)





Gaathier Mahed
PhD NMMU

2010 (year of first meeting)

Supervisor: With my students at a conference in Port Elizabeth

Scientist: In  Potsdam attending scientific training

Field Work: A ceramic plate in Morocco

Office: Scientist office at the GFZ 





Claire Geel, MSc
Shale Gas characterization of the Permian 

Black shales in the Ecca Group, Near Jansenville, 
Eastern Cape, South Africa (2014)





Field geologists: Geologists on the move (Jacek Stankiewicz, John Decker, Justine Tinker, and Prof Maarten de Wit).



Stankiewicz



Alexandria





Abiel Kidane
NMU (Hons); NMU (MSc) 

2009 (year of first meeting)

Best advice:  “You can do it.”Ooh yes that one is where I am from!!





Charles Happe Kasanzu
PhD (2014)

2010 (year of first meeting)

Best advice:  “The bimodal topographic elevation 
contrast in Eastern, Central and western Africa is 
challenging. New ideas are welcome to investigate on 
this. Go to the field”

Fieldwork 
in Tanzania

Cape 
Town, 
UCT. SA.Tanzania

No matter where you are, there you are.





Bastien Linol
NMU 
PhD 

2007 (year of first meeting)

Graduating thing: Maarten, Taufeeq, myself and Moctar.

Best friends: Myself, Brigitte Bardot statue and 
Andre in Buzios, Brazil

Exploration by bus: Myself and Taufeeq in Mvuha, 
Tanzania.

Gondwana lab: Maarten and Renata in 
Universidad Federal de Rio de Janeiro





Phoenix ‘Anza’ Lindeque

Year met: 1997 
BSc. + BSc. Hons - UCT

MSc - GFZ & UCT, Germany 
PhD - AWI & Uni. Bremen, Germany

Best advice:  “You are one persistent young lady, don’t give up.”

MSc project: Geotransect across the Beattie Magnetic Anomaly, RSA. IyA 2005-11.

Practical afternoon at AEON, UCT.     Field work in Antarctica.     IyA workshop in Potsdam.

Glacier walk in Norway. PhD Project Antarctica: my illustration of shelf processes Fig.2-2.







Scott MacLennan
UCT (Hons, MSc), Princeton (PhD)

2007 (year of first meeting)

Pouring liquid nitrogen into a cold 
trap on a thermal ionization mass 

spectrometer at Princeton

Pilbara, Australia: Granites are gneiss

Taufeeq, Nils and Scott playing music badly…

Thakane and Scott in Times Square

Copper exploration in central Zambia

Collecting Paleoarchean granite-gneiss in NW Australia



Dear Maarten,

I am so grateful to have had your influence in my life! 
You’ve had a lasting impact on a whole generation of 
African scientists! Having finished my PhD now, I’m 
beginning to understand the difficulties in balancing 
research, fund raising, mentoring and outreach, all of 
which you made look easy. I will always remember your 
incredibly contagious enthusiasm; it was always 
inspiring spending time with you. You also always made 
sure everyone was doing well in their personal and 
scientific lives. I’m hoping that in the future I can 
emulate at least some of your fantastic scientific insight 
and caring for people and the environment!

Best wishes,
Scott
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The Geological Evolution of:
Christian Mielke
UCT (Diplom); 

NMMU+GFZ (PhD) 
2008 (year of first meeting)

Best advice:  “Don’t worry everything will fall into place in the end”

Congrats son!
Hop on board the GASH Train!

Together with the team.

Go to Pofadder and Germany!
If it gets you your PhD … .

And lead your own Research 
Team in the End!





Marvel Makhubele
Geoscientist at Tullow Oil
PhD Candidate at UCT





“For the children of today’s world and the children 

of tomorrow's world”

The compulsory overwhelming experience of learning Precambrian-Cambrian field geology
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The sublimity of nature





Jean-Luc Mondon
NMMU (MSc)

2014 (year of first meeting)

Minerals and the right geological conditions can make a perfect 
beer

Karoo Basin: Shale Gas field excursion!!!

Team AEON: Representing 
south African scientist in the 

international arena, GFZ, 
Germany

Team AEON: Getting some 
refreshment





Lynessa Moodley
UCT (Hons), 2010





Thomas Muedi
UCT (Hons); NMU 

MSc PhD 
2009 (year of first meeting)

Myself, Taufeeq and Maarten in GFZ, Germany 
workshop 2012

TopoAfrica workshop in George 2014 with John 
Decker and co.

Council For Geoscience, Pretoria, Donkerhoek 2015:
busy logging SOEKOR boreholes (shale gas and
geochronology for PhD studies.
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Maarten, Abel Muedi (uncle) in Thomas’s PhD Graduation Celebration 
2019 at Nelson Mandela University

Best advise: You need to know that everyone who gets on the stage to present their 
work, they are terrified by the audiences. But when you get to the stage, you need to 
know that everyone sitting down doesn’t know as much as you know on your field 
(You’re an expert). 





Vhuhwavhohau Nengovhela
Nelson Mandela University 

MSc 
2012 (year of first meeting)





Best advice: ‘As a young African woman, you are just as capable as those old European men, you 
just need to learn and work hard. You are the kind of person South Africa has been waiting for.’

Thakane Ntholi
UCT (Hons), MSc

2007 (year of first meeting)









Taryn Scharf
UCT (Hons), MSc

2010-2012 (year of first meeting)

Fig 1A-C: I sent you these same photos in early 2011 when I completed my lab work.

A
B C

Fig 2: You, me and Tibi in Tradouw Pass, on the initial field trip of my MSc.
Fig 3: Myself with Scott, in Potsdam for Inkaba 2010.

Fig 4: A small group of us outside the GFZ, for Inkaba 2012. 





“No matter where you go in the world, there you are! “




